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PREFACE

Over the past 20 years, I have been researching the beginnings of comic fandom, the
grassroots movement of the 1950s and 1960s that brought fans of comic books and strips
together. Fandom was a way for fans to share their interest with others of like mind, find
information about the objects of their fascination, and locate back issues to fill the gaps in
their collections. My research, which included interviews and correspondence with most of
the Big Name Fans of that era, resulted in The Golden Age of Comic Fandom (Hamster Press,
1995), the first book dedicated to chronicling that bygone era.

Just as comic fandom has been partly dedicated to the identification and appreciation
of the creators who made the comics, so this book is dedicated to giving recognition to the
energetic fans who did so much to get comicdom rolling in the 1950s and 1960s. Considering
the hundreds of folks who were active in those early days, it wasn’t easy to decide which fans
would be represented in this book. The criteria that I used to select the 90 individuals are
as follows:

First, the individual’s achievements or efforts toward helping establish fandom had to
take place during the formative years, roughly 1952 to 1970. By 1970, with the publication
of the Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide and San Diego’s Golden State Comic-Con, I contend
that fandom had been founded. By then, all the major facets of comicdom were in place: the
fanzines, the comicons, the reference guides, and just about everything associated with it.

Second, the fan’s efforts needed to be visible to others. Essentially, it means that the
fan should be a well-known fan, not one who participated mainly behind the scenes. Most
of the founders were leaders: editors, chairmen, creators, entrepreneurs or organizers.

Third, the person had to be active in generally more than one kind of category. Though
the people I profile have categorized as “Indexers,” “Dealers,” Convention Organizers,” and
so on, you’ll discover that nearly everyone accomplished things that fit in more than one cat-
egory.

It has been a subjective process. I would like to stress that these individuals aren’t the
only ones who contributed to the founding of fandom. What about, you may ask, fans like
Bruce Hamilton, Gary Groth, Sol Davidson, Russ Cochran, Parley Holman, Bob Barrett,
Alex Almaraz, Mike Friedrich, Mickey Schwaberow, James V. Taurasi, Bob K. Greene, Marc
D. Nadel, Frank H. Nuessel, Murray Bischoff, Paul Seydor, Jeremy Barry, Dick Memorich,
Tony Isabella, Dwight Decker, L. L. Simpson, Larry Raybourne, Joe Sarno, Ken Krueger,
Ken Mitchell and so many other familiar names? The answer is that there simply wasn’t
enough space. The logical solution, of course, is to put together a second book. If enough
people buy and enjoy this one, then perhaps another can be produced. I stand ready, willing
and able.
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INTRODUCTION: A BRIEF

HISTORY OF COMIC FANDOM

Confronted with the spectacle of the throngs of comics fans at the major comic book
conventions of today, it’s almost inconceivable that there could have been a time when there
was no comic fandom.

Yet, when John Fitzgerald Kennedy was sworn into the presidency in January 1961,
comic fandom as it is known today didn’t exist. There were no comicons, no comic book spe-
cialty stores, no comics trade publications, and no price guides. There was no special place
for the comic art collector and fan to link up with others who were also interested. Comic
book and comic strip collecting was, for the most part, a solitary pursuit.

Today, fans worry about burning issues like crowd control at the big conventions and
the industry’s ongoing boom-and-bust cycles. In 1960, the questions were far more basic:
“How do I find someone with whom I can share my hobby? How long have comic books
been published? What were they like in the past? Where do I find back issues? Are my
comics worth saving, or should I throw them away when I’m done with them? If I keep
them, how can I store them?”

There were no easy answers, until a disparate group of energetic, talented—even vision-
ary—souls scattered across the United States made up their minds to bring collectors together
to answer those questions.

Not that there weren’t fans of comic art before 1961 who had similar unanswered ques-
tions. There were many of them. For fans to come together to form a cohesive fandom, the
first prerequisite was a central meeting place. No such rallying point exclusively for comics
fans emerged in the 1940s, though a few isolated comics fanzines did see print. David Kyle’s
Fantasy World (1936), Phil Bronson’s Scienti-Comics (1940) and Malcolm Willits’ The Comics
Collector’s News (1947) were like lonely little satellites looking for an orbit. Though the science
fiction fanzines of the era, like James V. Taurasi’s Fantasy News and Fantasy Times, often ran
comic book news, it wasn’t until the 1950s that fanzines devoted exclusively to comics gained
a foothold. Led by titles like The EC Fan Bulletin and Hoohah!, a handful of amateur journals
devoted to Bill Gaines’ line of fabulous EC comic books, like Weird Science and Tales from
the Crypt, were the first significant fanzines devoted exclusively to comic books. Even after
the advent of the Comics Code Authority in 1955 and the subsequent death of EC comics,
these stalwart fans kept the faith with publications devoted to Mad magazine (the only sur-
viving EC publication) and the work of Harvey Kurtzman and other EC alumni.

To fully appreciate the events of 1961, we have to look at a memorable event in the prior
September that catalyzed an upsurge in comics interest. At the 1960 World Science Fiction
Convention in Pittsburgh over the Labor Day weekend, two SF fans named Dick and Pat
Lupoff created a sensation when they appeared at the masquerade as Captain and Mary
Marvel, the only superheroes in a field of as many as fifty costumers. Dick recalled, “We
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didn’t win a prize, because they were not great costumes, but everyone just clustered around
and wanted to talk about the costumes and the characters they were based on.” At the same
PittCon, the Lupoffs were distributing the 100 copies of their new fanzine Xero, which con-
tained an article on Captain Marvel by Dick called “The Big Red Cheese,” the first in a
series dubbed “All in Color for a Dime.”

Sharing the limelight in the ballroom that night in 1960 were two other fans with whom
the Lupoffs would eventually become close friends: Don Thompson and Maggie Curtis.
Later, in the pages of Xero #2, Hal Lynch wrote, “At the PittCon, I met up with Don Thomp-
son, who told me of his desire to start a comics fandom.” Soon Don and Maggie announced
their intention to launch a fanzine devoted to comic strips and books called Comic Art.

In “Re-Birth,” an article in Comic Art #1 (spring 1961), Dick Lupoff wrote, “ ‘All in
Color for a Dime’ has been the most letter-provoking feature of Xero.... All of this activity
means something, and, unless I’m one very lousy inducer, it means that there is a great
amount of interest in comic books, that it has been rolling along, usually unpublicized, show-
ing through only occasionally in science fiction fandom and other peripheral areas of activity.
Now, maybe Charles Fort would say that the Fall of 1960 was comic book time and that first
article in Xero had nothing to do with the revival of interest. Certainly I would not claim
that ‘The Big Red Cheese’ created the interest. But I do believe that the article served as a
catalyst for all the latent interest which had been trying so long to break through to the sur-
face.”

Events happened quickly after that fateful Labor Day weekend in 1960, for it developed
that the science-fiction double-fans who also loved comics were soon to be joined by a con-
tingent of fans energized by the advent of the Silver Age superhero revivals in mainstream
comic books (or, as it was known at the time, the Second Heroic Age of Comics). No one
was more central to this part of the comic fan movement than a college professor in Detroit,
Michigan: Jerry G. Bails, Ph.D.

Supporting the superhero revivals from DC (and other publishers) was the stated mission
of Bails’ Alter-Ego (which dropped the hyphen after the first four issues). The appearance
of A-E #1 in March 1961 is often cited as the moment modern comic fandom was born,
because it was sent free to the readers in DC letter columns, as well as to addresses Jerry
found in Xero and other fanzines, in a concerted effort to instigate such a movement. In
Brave and the Bold #35, the second issue to feature a re-tooled Hawkman for a new generation
of readers, Schwartz printed full addresses with each letter, and continued this practice in
the letter columns in the other books that he edited. Schwartz recognized that the older
readers drawn to his titles might wish to correspond, as SF fans had done through addresses
found in the “Discussions” lettercol of Hugo Gernsback’s Amazing Stories. Schwartz, who
had been a founding member of SF fandom in the late 1930s, surely must have known that
facilitating contacts among readers could lead to some sort of fandom especially for comics
fans.

In any case, a cursory examination of those letter columns in Flash, Justice League of
America, and the other Schwartz-edited titles reveals that a large percentage of those enthu-
siastic writers were drawn into the giddy world of comicdom. The same holds true for the
“Fantastic Four Fan Page,” which was the only letter column in Marvel comics for some
time. Beginning in Fantastic Four #3 in early 1962, Stan Lee printed letters (with full
addresses) from dozens of fans who would play key roles in comic fandom. These letterwriters
formed the beginning of Jerry Bails’ huge mailing list, either receiving sample copies of one
of his fanzines or an information sheet about them.

Untold numbers of old-time comics fans came out of the woodwork in 1961 and 1962
when they saw early issues of Alter-Ego, its sister publications, and the other fanzines of the
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